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Simulation type 

 Link Wise 

 Each individual link is simulated through to 

completion before moving on to simulate the next 

link.  

 Links are processed in a specific order such that an 

upstream-to-downstream propagation is ensured.  

 The "link tree" also takes loops around blocks into 

account. 

 



 It is not suitable for congested conditions. 

 Vehicles can only be assumed to arrive at the 
stop line rather than at the back of queue 

 ignores the travel times required between the 
queued vehicles and the stop line.  

 The queue is assumed to be "stacked" 
vertically at the stop line.  

 vehicles are queued on a link without consideration 
of the link length. 



Simulation type 
 Step Wise 

 all links are simulated for the first time step (typically one 
second) before moving on to simulate the next time step. 

 This simulation process allows the following: 

 explicit modeling of saturated conditions including 
spillback effects 

 more accurate calculation of the back of queue 

 placing vehicle arrivals at the back of queue 

 explicit modeling of multiple (a sequence of) cycles and multiple 
periods 

 allowing different cycle lengths among intersections (for 
uncoordinated operations) 



Simulation duration 
 Single-cycle simulation 

 based on simulation of one cycle length 

 Multi-cycle simulation 
 simulation of more than one cycle length 

 This takes into account cycle-to-cycle effects, such as 
the accumulation of residual queues from one cycle to 
the next 

 Although multi-cycle simulation reflects oversaturated 
conditions more accurately than single-cycle 
simulation, it contains a modeling limitation of its 
own. 



Simulation duration 

 Single-period simulation 
 traffic condition during period does not vary 

 Multi-period simulation 
 The user can request multi-period simulation to 

analyze systems with time-varying conditions, 
including traffic volume and signal timing plan 
variations 

 For example, each day typically contains three time 
periods of peak traffic volume (AM peak, PM peak, 
midday peak), with off-peak periods of low volume 
in between. 

 



Macroscopic Simulation Methodology 

 For unopposed condition 

 three traffic flow patterns:  

 The Arrival Flow Pattern (IN-Pattern) 

 The Saturation Flow Pattern (GO-Pattern) 

 The Departure Flow Pattern (OUT-Pattern) 

 



 The Arrival Flow Pattern (IN-Pattern) 

 



 The Saturation Flow Pattern (GO-Pattern) 

 The GO-pattern is the flow rate at each step that 

would leave the stop line if there were enough 

traffic to saturate the green.  

 The saturation flow rate is a user input 

 Queue spillback due to saturated downstream links 

and/or adjacent turn bays is considered by 

reducing the GO-pattern of the affected links 



 The Departure Flow Pattern (OUT-Pattern) 

 The OUT-pattern is the profile of traffic 

actually leaving the stop line. 

 It is usually equal to the GO-pattern as long as 

there is a queue 

 After the queue dissipates, it is equal to the IN-

pattern 
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Maximum Back of Queue 

 This is the average or expected maximum extension 
of the queue upstream on the link during the cycle.  

 It is not the number of vehicles queued at the 
beginning of green.  

 The value is considered to be an average value  

 TRANSYT is a deterministic simulation process 
where approximately half of the real-world queues 
are expected to be higher than the average value, and 
approximately half of the queues are expected to be 
lower than the average value. 



 The maximum back of queue includes  

 vehicles that arrive during the green join the 

back of queue, while the front of the queue is 

discharging during the initial seconds of 

effective green. 



 Beginning with release 8, random-plus-

oversaturation queue is added to the back 

of queue 
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Delay and Level of Service 

 Delay 



Delay 

 TRANSYT exercises an algorithm to 

estimate uniform delay by examining the 

simulated queue length step-by-step 
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Delay 

 TRANSYT currently uses the Highway Capacity 

Manual 2000 second-term delay (d2) model 



Delay 

 For pre-timed controllers, the k value is 

0.5.  

 For traffic-actuated controllers, the k value 

is computed as a function of the degree of 

saturation and kmin, using the following 

formula: 



Delay 

 As suggested in the Highway Capacity 

Manual, the I-factor value is 1 for isolated 

signalized intersections.  

 For intersections with nearby upstream 

signals, the I-factor value is a function of 

the degree of saturation of the upstream 

feeding movements (Xu), defined as: 



Level of Service 

 



Platoon dispersion 

 Platoon dispersion is only simulated on 

internal links having a specific upstream 

signal. On external links, where no feeding 

links are defined, vehicle arrivals are 

assumed to be random in nature, resulting 

in a uniform flow profile over the cycle. 



Platoon dispersion 
 On internal links, for each time interval (step), t, the 

downstream arrival flow is determined by the following 

recurrence equation: 
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Permitted movement methodology 

 There are three distinct periods of time for 

which TRANSYT simulates a permitted 

movement: 

 Opposing (or conflicting) queue service time 

 Standard permitted movement model 

execution 

 Sneaker phase 

 



Permitted movement methodology 

 All of the TRANSYT permitted movement 

models are subject to the following: 
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Permitted movement methodology 

 ARRB Model 

 This is used as the permitted-movement model 
at signalized intersections, unless the user 
specifically chooses another model 

 FHWA/TRC Model 

 This is used as the permitted-movement model 
at unsignalized intersections, unless the user 
specifically chooses another model 
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FHWA/TRC Model 
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Performance Index 

 When optimizing, TRANSYT-7F 

maximizes (or minimizes, depending on 

the selection) an objective function called 

the performance index (PI).  

 The objective function is selected by the 

user. 

 



Performance Index 

 The performance index (PI) may thus be 

defined as follows: 



 Disutility Index (DI) 



 Standard delay and stop 

 

 

 

 



 For link-wise simulation 



 For step-wise simulation 

 Under step-wise simulation, the queuing 

penalty cannot be calculated as above because 

(qi - qci) is always zero.  

 the queuing penalty for step-wise simulation is 

defined as follows: 



 Excess Operating Cost 



 Fuel Consumption 



PROS 
 PROS is an acronym for progression opportunities, 

and represents the opportunities for vehicles to 
progress through multiple signals on green. 

 PROS is one of the available performance indexes 
or objective functions available for selection for 
TRANSYT optimization. 

 PROS counts the time slices in which vehicles can 
proceed through a downstream intersection without 
stopping 



 The number of PROS in a given direction, for 

a given time period (or step), are the number of 

successive green signals that will be 

encountered at the design speed without 

stopping. 



 The aggregate PROS is found by summing the 

PROS overall time periods in both directions: 



 Another measure related to the PROS 

concept is defined as cycle progression 

opportunities (CPROS). 

 In the absence of any signal, the full cycle 

would be available as progression 

opportunities 



 This hypothetical measure is obtained for 

both directions as follows: 
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 In reality, whenever PROS are used, it is 

really PROSe, because otherwise in a cycle 

length optimization the PROS would 

always rise with the cycle length. 

CPROS

PROS
  (PROSe) PROS Effective 



 The weighting strategy for directions and arteries 

employs a modification to the formulas: 



 The desired directional factor for artery i is 

defined as: 



 The resulting definition of the effective 

PROS (PROSe) is: 



Traffic Signal Timing Optimization 
 There are two optimization tools: 

 genetic algorithm 

 hill-climb optimization 

 The genetic algorithm is mathematically better 

suited for determining the absolute or global 

optimal solution, relative to hill-climb 

optimization.  

 On the other hand, the genetic algorithm generally 

requires longer program running times on the 

computer, relative to hill-climb optimization. 



TRANSYT-7F Example 

 Step 1 

New File 



 

Type File 
Name 

Choose # of 
intersections 



 

Edit Traffic 



 

Type Total Volume 



Link Numbering Scheme 

 



 

Edit Timing 



 
Choose 
Phase 

Number 

specify which 
movements 
are active 

specify 
initial 

green time 
specify 

yellow time 
specify all-red 

interval duration 

specify minimum 
green time 



 

Edit Feeders 



 

Type upstream 
node number 



 

T7F will automatic 
fill these after typing 

upstream node 
number 



 



 

Edit Analysis 



 

Choose 
Optimization 

Choose what you 
want optimize 

Choose optimization 
method 



 

Run TRANSYT-
7F 



 
Signal timing 



Q & A 


